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Enhancing Education

IMTGhaziabadisawell-knownnametoeveryaspiringmanagement
student as it has extensively contributed in creating an intellectual
capitalintheIndiansub-continentinaccordancewithbothscholarly
and practical research centric education system

C

arrying a legacy of 35 years,
IMT Ghaziabad is one of
the leading Management
Institutions that adds to the
advancement of business education
in India.
IMT
Ghaziabad
has
been
systematically
reinventing
management education with the
target of making management leaders
who can explore the perpetually
changing
business
scenario.
The educational modules are
continually overhauled to meet the
dynamic needs of industry and the
scholarly world.
The faculty members of IMT
Ghaziabad are distinguished in their
respective fields and they come from
the leading corporate houses and
B-Schools in the world.
Nurturing Corporate Culture
IMT Ghaziabad was recently ranked
5th in the ‘Corporate Perception’
segment amongst Business schools
in India. ‘Institute of Management
Technology’ (IMT) is one of the most
preferred choices of all management
school aspirants.
The institute offers management
courses like- PGDM, DBA and
MBA in part time, full time and
executive forms. With a view to
ensure interdisciplinary education
in all the granted courses, IMT
has also incorporated a unique
model of dual country PGDM.
Having an envious combination of
various specializations, international
faculties, scholarships, internships
and exchange programs, IMT has
much more to offer in comparison
to other B-school’s of the country.
With a thriving campus life and
extracurricular activities, students
here get the guidance from more
than 250 top faculty members.
The institute has a couple of
additional campuses in exotic locations
like Dubai, Ghaziabad, Nagpur
and Hyderabad, enabling students
to get the best placements across
industry. It has groomed individuals
by inculcating entrepreneurial talent,
leadership qualities and analyzing
abilities in them.

over the years, done full justice to
their adage.
In its illustrious history spanning
over 3 decades, it has redefined
convention, stood by its values and
reaped the benefits of hard work.
The fact that majority of students
today select this institute underlines
the confidence they bestow in
brand IMT.
The uniqueness of IMT lies in
its commitment to deliver quality
education IMT Ghaziabad makes
sure it imparts knowledge which is
an amalgamation of texts, industry
exposure and modern pedagogical
methods.
Top-notch
teachers
leave no stone unturned to equip
capablstudents with good education
that builds a strong foundation for their
ascent in the ever-competitive
management cadre.
IMT Ghaziabad has a global
network of faculty, students and
alumni. Time and again, they have
leveraged this linkage to create an
environment that inspires thought
process, facilitates learning and
encourages innovation. All of this
put together provides fertile grounds
to try new age, out-of-the-box
delivery systems which contribute
to tomorrow.
Training & Placements
Spanning across 16 weeks, it allows
students to absorb and appreciate the
subject matter more effectively than
in shorter duration courses. Some
of them include cases from reputed
publishing Certitudes houses such
as Harvard Business Publishing and
Ivey case Publishing, live projects,
creative projects such as video
making/showcases,
Simulations
and several opportunities to pursue
specialized areas through special
projects and management projects.
The school is equipped with stateof-the-art online research and
database resources for carrying indepth scholarly work in the area
of management.

Certitudes
• Tradewinds Corp.
• Harwal Group, FDC
International
• Skycom
• Bloomberg Business
Week

Beacon of
Tomorrow
• Post Graduate Diploma
in Management (PGDM):
Ghaziabad, Nagpur and
Hyderabad
• Dual Country PGDM
(DCP): Ghaziabad +
Dubai
• Master of Business
Administration (MBA):
Dubai
• PGDM (Executive):
Ghaziabad, Hyderabad
• PGDM (Part-Time):
Ghaziabad
• Doctor of Business
Administration (DBA):
Ghaziabad

Walking the Extra Mile
After reaching the zenith in the field
of education, IMT Ghaziabad has
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